
As part of their 
 research for a paper 

on air resistance,  
Ben and Yumi visit 

their  uncle Tim at the 
wind  tunnel.

Manga, an 
 influential style 
of comics from 
Japan, inspires the 
third installment 
of Porsche Teens. 

Comic heroes 
can do anything- 
even find their way 

into Porsche’s 
Weissach Develop-

ment Center!

Ha!  
Look at my  

aerodynamic 
face,  
Yumi!

This is so 
awesome! 

WOWWWWWWW!

Cut it out,  
Ben!

Why?

I can’t  
concentrate  
on our paper  

if you’re goofing off  
all the time.

Everything 
OK,  

you two?

Tim Starck
works in the  

Porsche development 
department.

How do you like  
our wind tunnel?  

Have you been learning 
about aerodynamics?

Hi Uncle 
Tim!

It’s great 
here!

But  
there’s still  

a lot I don’t  
understand.

Can you  
explain it  

to us?

Sure! It’s kind of 
 complicated,  

so I’ve prepared 
a little  

presentation.

Aerodynamics looks at how solid 
bodies are affected by the flow 

of air. A body that moves rapidly 
through air needs sufficient force on 

 account of the air density.

1 M3 
air

Aerodynamics: aer (Greek for “air”) +
dynamis (Greek for “power”)

I’m  
quite  
dense!

I’m 
 swishing!

I’m 
 sweating!

Different bodies  
have different levels of drag.  

A drop glides easily  
through the air.

That’s why  
the Porsche 911 

 TURBO S has such a flat, 
streamed silhouette 

and hardly any edges.

This car also has 
adaptive  aerodynamics. 

Its front spoiler and rear wing 
are extendable and can 

redirect the air in targeted ways.

That helps it move really quickly 
through all the curves and cross 

the finish line first.

The front spoiler and rear wing control the flow of air. The 911 Turbo S can drive with minimal drag, or its extended  
spoiler and wing can use the aerodynamic force to push the car onto the road. That’s called downforce.

The aerodynamic force can also support braking. We call that air braking. The spoiler and wing are automatically positioned  
to generate greater drag and downforce.

Ahhh,  
that’s starting  
to make sense!  

Thanks for explaining it, 
Uncle Tim!

My  
pleasure.

I thought  spoilers 
were just there 

to, like, make cars 
look cooler…

Oh man,  
there’s an awful  

lot of air  
in your brain, Ben!

A race car like the 911 RSR—with  
a front spoiler, rear wing, and  

aerodynamic underbody—can generate  
up to 1.1 tons of aerodynamic force.

OOOOOH

tap

Wheeeee
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THE END
Ha

Ha
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Porsche 911 Turbo S Coupé

Fuel consumption city: 15.5 l/100 km 
highway: 8.6 l/100 km · combined: 11.1 l/100 km 
CO₂ emissions combined: 254 g/km78




